Prevalence and prognostic value of exercise-induced ventricular arrhythmias.
The purpose of this study was to determine the prevalence and prognostic significance of exercise-induced ventricular arrhythmias (EIVAs) in patients referred for exercise testing, considering the arrhythmic substrate and exercise-induced ischemia. EIVAs are frequently observed during exercise testing, but their prognostic significance is uncertain. The design of this study was a retrospective analysis of prospectively collected data, and it took place in 2 university-affiliated Veterans Affairs Medical Centers. Patients comprised 6213 consecutive males referred for exercise tests. We measured clinical exercise test responses and all-cause mortality after a mean follow-up of 6 +/- 4 years. EIVAs were defined as frequent premature ventricular contractions (PVCs) constituting >10% of all ventricular depolarizations during any 30 second electrocardiogram recording, or a run of > or =3 consecutive PVCs during exercise or recovery. A total of 1256 patients (20%) died during follow-up. EIVAs occurred in 503 patients (8%); the prevalence of EIVAs increased in older patients and in those with cardiopulmonary disease, resting PVCs, and ischemia during exercise. EIVAs were associated with mortality irrespective of the presence of cardiopulmonary disease or exercise-induced ischemia. In those without cardiopulmonary disease, mortality differed more so later in follow up than earlier. In those without resting PVCs, EIVAs were also predictive of mortality, but in those with resting PVCs, poorer prognosis was not worsened by the presence of EIVAs. Exercise induced ischemia does not affect the prognostic value of EIVAs, whereas the arrhythmic substrate does. EIVAs and resting PVCs are both independent predictors of mortality after consideration of other clinical and exercise-test variables. These findings are of limited clinical significance because of the modest change in risk and the lack of any established intervention. However, they explain some of the previous controversy and highlight the need to consider resting PVCs and follow-up duration in assessing the clinical implications of EIVAs.